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CBW Automation Brings High
High-Speed Lid System to Netstal’s ELIOS 7500 at K 2016
Fort Collins, CO: At the 2016 K
K-show, Netstal will reveal its new ELIOS 7500 injection
molding machine. According to Euromap standards, the electrical clam
clamping
ing makes the ELIOS the
fastest machine of its size. During the demonstration, CBW will be providing the Automation for
f
the product created at Hall 15 BoothB27/C24C27/D24.
CBW Automation is a full
full-service
service custom automation solutions designer and equipment
manufacturer offering the plastic injection molding and thermoforming industries the highest
quality, fastest cycling and most efficient automation available on the market today. Systems
include: stacking, sorting, closing, inspection/quality control, automatic or manual case packing,
and palletizing, for a variety of different products.
The new ELIOS 7500 is a powerful high
high-performance
performance injection molding press with a
clamping force of 750 metric tons, making it an extremely productive system for realizing
successful packaging solutions. The ELIOS 7500 will be in continuous operation during the eight
day trade fair,
r, running a 2.8 gram round lid in a 24+24 stack mold with a cycle time of 4
seconds.
The CBW Automation will be providing a LL-790
790 with spin bar accumulation for manual
packaging. The spin bar lid system was the first system CBW manufactured 45 years ago,
ag and
the L-790
790 is the most efficient lid unscramble on the market. The L-790 systems are typically
deployed for a round likd and container applications up to 1200 PPM
PPM.. At the show, this system
will be running at 720 PPM (more than 43000 parts per hour) tto
o meet with the ELIOS 7500 4
second cycle time.
About CBW Automation: CBW Automation Inc. is a recognized leader in customized automated
systems for high-speed
speed injection molding and thermoform packaging lines. The company has
dedicated its engineering and
d manufacturing resources to designing and developing new
automation systems to meet the ever
ever-increasing
increasing requirements of its customers for speed,
precision handling and quality. CBW’s new Advantage Series automation system provides
customers with the most innovative automation solution yet
yet, offering an alternative system
that promises high performance and manufacturing flexibility to meet today’s packaging
manufacturers’ requirements.
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